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DESCRIPTION:
The mysterious Griffin arrives at a picturesque English inn during a snowstorm, swad-
dled in bandages which cover his face and with his eyes hidden behind dark glasses. 
His odd get-up and irascible behavior intrigue the locals, who believe him to be the 
victim of an accident. However, the true reason for Griffin’s outfit is far stranger: under-
neath those clothes, he is completely invisible. As the cause of Griffin’s state of trans-
parency is revealed, his nefarious and destructive intentions become clear.

One of the foundational texts of science fiction, The Invisible Man has inspired numer-
ous film and TV adaptations and remains chilling in its depiction of scientific experi-
mentation gone wrong.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Widely considered the father of science fiction, Herbert George Wells (1866–1946), or H.G. Wells, as 
he was known, was an innovative and prolific writer across many genres. His most famous works – such 
as The Time Machine, The Invisible Man and The War of the Worlds – are considered modern classics 
with remarkable cultural and scientific prescience. 

“I personally consider the greatest of English living writers [to be] H.G. 
Wells.” 

Upton Sinclair
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 “All men, however highly educated, retain some superstitious inklings.” 

The Invisible Man by H.G. Wells
EVERGREENS • £4.99

SELLING POINTS:

•  Ideal for students, only £4.99

•  Beautiful package with spot-UV and super-matt lamination

•  One of the greatest works of science-fiction

•  Includes pictures and an extensive section on Wells’s life and works
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